Jude Schlotzhauer
Artist Bio

Jude Schlotzhauer earned her MFA in glass from Virginia Commonwealth University and her BFA (major in painting, minor in anthropology) from The American University. She maintains a balance between creating gallery pieces and architectural commissions. Her fused, cast and mixed media art work addresses the issues of spiritual journeys and references ritual and ancestral concerns of ancient cultures. Her work is in the permanent collections of The Tacoma Art Museum (Washington state), Science Museum of VA, Dominion Resources, Capital One, Chesapeake Capitol Corp. (Federal Reserve bank), Communique Marketing, Clark Robbins Design/build, Children’s Museum of Richmond, VA. Installations include some works on public sites, such as a twenty foot mural in the VCU dining center, a sculpted glass panel for the Medical College of Va. chapel, a tile floor and windows for a Richmond fire station, a series of twenty seven hot melted and fused glass spheres for Capital One, and three glass walls for a Marine Corps Officers Club in Iwakuni, Japan. She has exhibited, taught, and been a visiting artist extensively throughout the U.S., in Malaysia, Mexico & South Korea.

Website: judeglass.com

TTU School of Art
Summer Workshop

GLASS KILN CASTING

June 19th- 22nd

Cost: $175.00

Explore different casting processes to create solid three dimensional objects in glass. This workshop will work from found objects and clay models to make plaster and sand molds. Once the molds are filled with glass, they will melt into solid forms in the kiln. Metal inclusions will also be covered. The last day will be for finishing and cold working. The works created during the workshop will be small scale so that all projects can be fired and completed by the final day.

Class size: 10 max

Appropriate for mixed levels. Class is for Adults. No previous experience with glass necessary.

Hours: 9 am - 12 pm

Above: Passage With Urn, 15" x 11" x 2", cast glass with metal inclusions